Abstract. Recent research in the field of investor preference has emphasised the need to go beyond just simply analyzing the first two moments of a portfolio return distribution used in a MV (mean-variance) paradigm. The suggestion is to observe an investor's utility function as an n th order Taylor approximation. In such terms, the assumption is that investors prefer greater values of odd and smaller values of even moments. In order to investigate the preferences of Croatian investment funds, an analysis of the moments of their return distribution is conducted. The sample contains data on monthly returns of 30 investment funds in Croatia for the period from January 1999 to May 2014. Using the theoretical utility functions (DARA, CARA, CRRA), we compare changes in their preferences when higher moments are included. Moreover, we investigate an extension of the CAPM model in order to find out whether including higher moments can explain better the relationship between the awards and risk premium, and whether we can apply these findings to estimate preferences of Croatian institutional investors. The results indicate that Croatian institutional investors do not seek compensation for bearing greater market risk.
Introduction
The modern portfolio theory (MPT) lies upon the assumption of normal distribution of stock returns, besides other assumptions (such as efficient market hypothesis, equal expectations of all investors on the market, etc.). This means that only the expected return (distribution's first moment) and the variance (second moment) are sufficient to explore an investor's utility function. In that way, the Markowitz portfolio selection model [45] , the CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model) [40, 57] and other popular MPT concepts, are based on the assumption that investors take into consideration only the first two distribution moments of an asset's returns when making investment decisions. Microeconomic theory has proven that investors seek to maximize the first moment (reward) and aim to minimize the second moment (risk) ( [9, 35, 41] , etc.). Thus, for several decades, it has been common practice to include the first two distribution moments when dealing with theoretical and empirical work on asset pricing (see [16, 49, 58, 20, 44, 11] , etc.).
However, since the beginning of forming the MPT, both empirical and theoretical papers dealing with preferences towards higher moments of return distributions have been emerging. Empirical proof of the non-normality of return distributions ranges back in the beginning of the 1960s (see [42, 43, 14, 17] , etc.). Financial series were found to be leptokurtic and skewed, which did not comply with the assumptions of asset pricing models. Subsequently, the results that arise from these models can be misleading. Motivated by these findings, many authors began basing preferences towards higher portfolio moments on theoretical foundations ( [55, 54, 28, 29, 30, 27] , etc.). Microeconomic analysis enabled the development of the basic models of investor's utility functions (see, for example, [8] ) by introducing the third and fourth distribution moments in utility analysis. The third moment -skewnessrelates to the number of above or below average returns, whilst the fourth moment -kurtosis relates to the likelihood of above or below average returns. Since the 1970s, there have been numerous theoretical and empirical papers treating higher moments in investments (see [1, 4, 6, 7, 10, 28, 29, 30, 22, 33, 34, 38, 50, 13] , etc.).
Nowadays, ordinarily the assumption is to base investor's preferences on the first four distribution moments. Besides the first two moments, investors now aim to maximize the third and minimize the fourth moment. Moreover, the investor's utility function is now based on the first four distribution moments, i.e. the analysis models preferences are based on higher moments. If this assumption is correct, empirical findings should provide proof that investors aim to maximize the odd and minimize the even moments. Moreover, the famous CAPM approach was found to explain inadequately the relationship between systematic risk and asset return (see [52, 53, 31, 18] , etc.). Thus, both empirical and theoretical analyses focus on further developing the original model (see [21, 38] ). Numerous studies have concluded that higher moments aid in explaining the relationship between risk premium and awards ( [19, 26, 12, 47] , etc.). Messis et al. [47] examined investor preferences in Greece for the period from 2001 to 2005. The results of their analysis have showed that investors may prefer positive skewness, but they are compensated by a higher return for bearing a higher risk. Fang and Lai [19] analyzed NYSE investor preferences using the CAPM framework. They concluded that investors are compensated by higher than expected returns for bearing systematic variance and kurtosis risk. Hasan et al. [24] observed the Bangladesh stock market and its investors. The results from analyzing the period from 2005 to 2009 led to similar conclusions as the previous mentioned papers. Including higher moments in CAPM can adequately describe investor preferences. The emerging markets have been examined by Dittmar [15] , Harvey and Siddique [23] , Hwang and Satchell [26] , etc. and have shown that a higher CAPM moment explains investor preferences better than the original model. This paper investigates two aspects of incorporating higher moments into the analysis. The first one is the preferences of Croatian institutional investors or more precisely, the preferences of Croatian investment funds when higher moments are taken into consideration. This approach can reveal whether the investment funds manage higher moments of portfolio return distribution in order to increase their utility according to microeconomic theory. The second aspect is an empirical attempt to investigate whether applying these theoretical preferences towards third and fourth distribution moments makes sense on the Croatian capital market. In order to do this, we need to estimate the impact of higher order moments on excess returns of funds by applying the extended CAPM model that incorporates higher moments. Since this is the most popular model in evaluating assets and funds, one of the goals of this paper is to explore the consequences of adding higher moments into the pricing model and then compare the results to the original model. This can facilitate adapting standard theory to the requirements of Croatian investors and can be beneficial in applying the correct investment evaluation models. Thus, the paper is structured as follows: Chapter 2 deals with theoretical foundations in analyzing higher moments; Chapter 3 explains the methodology of this study; Chapter 4 provides empirical research and finally, conclusions are presented in Chapter 5.
Theoretical foundations for analyzing higher moments
This section adheres to the methodology given in [56, 33, 34, 32] , etc. Let us consider an investor who aims to maximize the expected von NeumannMorgenstein utility function U(R),
where 1 R r = + , r is the one-period return on assets and F(R) is the probability distribution of R. If the utility function is continuously differentiable, it can be approximated as a Taylor series expansion:
where U (n) is the n-th derivative of the utility function and R N is the Taylor remainder. If the Taylor approximation converges towards the utility function (among other assumptions, see [34, 39] , etc.), the expected value of (2) is:
Focusing solely on the first four moments means that (3) becomes:
where
(kurtosis). Under the assumptions given in [56] , it holds that:
with the expected utility given in (4) depending positively on the expected return and skewness, and negatively on variance and kurtosis. Since the expected return represents the reward for handling risky security, understanding its positive impact on the expected utility is simple. Furthermore, variance is the most popular risk measure in the MPT framework, thus, the reason why it negatively impacts the utility function becomes clear. The third momentskewness defines the asymmetry of the distribution. If asymmetry exists, it can be positive or negative, and the probabilities of extreme above-or below-average returns vary significantly. Arditti [2, 3] explains that investors are prone to positive distribution asymmetry, since positive asymmetry lowers the probability of extreme below-average returns. Consequently, the third moment exhibits a positive effect on the utility. Kurtosis indicates the roundness of a distribution peak and tail thickness. This refers to the probability of extreme events occurring, i.e. extreme returns; and Kemalbay et al. [36] explain that investors aim to minimize the kurtosis because it minimizes the probability. Thus, the reason why the fourth moment has a negative impact on the utility is the uncertainty of extreme events.
To determine the functional form of the expected utility function, some assumptions on its properties are required. Pratt [51] , Arrow [5] and Kimball [37] state that the utility function should be characterised by the following properties: non-satiation, strict risk aversion, a strict decreasing of absolute risk aversion, a strict of decreasing absolute prudence and constant or increasing relative risk aversion [34:2] . Subsequently, three types of utility functions with these properties are defined by:
.
where CRRA denotes Constant Relative Risk Aversion, and 0 γ > is the investor's relative risk aversion; CARA denotes Constant Absolute Risk Aversion, and 0 λ > is the investor's absolute risk aversion, and DARA denotes Decreasing Absolute Risk Aversion (see [32] ). Given that the investor's utility function is defined as (6), (7) or (8), the Taylor approximation in (4) is easier to compute. Based on empirical data, the magnitude of different moment impact on the expected utility can be determined.
This analysis can be extended to pricing models. The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) [57, 40] is a linear model for predicting systematic risk, where excess stock return is linear to non-diversifiable risk. It remains the most popular pricing model despite its many pitfalls (mostly found in its assumptions). The model is based on the assumption that normal return distributions and empirical tests over the decades have rejected its prediction ability (see [24] for a detailed list of papers). This has led to theoretical developments of higher moments in the CAPM model. The pioneering authors in this field were Rubinstein [54] , Ingersoll [27] , Graddy and Homaifar [21] , who were later followed by the work of Dittmar [15] , Fang and Lai [19] , Jurczeno and Maillet [27] , etc. The assumption is that there exist I risky assets ( 
where R f denotes the risk free return, w is the vector of investor's holdings of risky assets, E is the vector of expected return of risky assets, Ω is the variance-covariance matrix, Σ is the skewness-coskewness matrix and Γ is the kurtosis-cokurtosis matrix. It holds true that
, where 1 is the unitary vector. The investor's portfolio problem is now:
Taking into account first-order conditions for a maximum value † and the two-fund monetary separation theorem, the equilibrium relation becomes (see [34] ):
i.e. for all securities:
where E(R i ) is the expected return on the i-th stock, , provides the market model:
where it R denotes the excess return on the i-th stock, mt R excess market return and it ε is the error term. In order to determine the impact of the , i i b γ and i δ on the investor's utility, the estimates from (13) are used as variables in the relation (12) . Thus, the second equation for estimation becomes:
where i R is the average (excess) return of each stock (portfolio), 
A methodology for empirical analysis
The sample contains data on monthly returns of 30 investment funds in Croatia. Data was collected from HRportfolio [25] . The number of observations for the different funds varies (January 1999 -May 2014) given that the funds were founded in different periods. However, the intention is to use all the available data (see table in appendix). Open stock funds were considered in the analysis. All of the calculations were performed in Excel and the estimation was done in EVeiws. Given the daily returns, we can calculate the monthly returns R it of the i-th fund in the month of t, i∈{1,2,…,30}, t∈{1,2,…,n i }, as an average daily return within a particular month t:
is the j-th daily return in month t and ik j P a j-th observation of an daily NAV of the i-th fund in the month t, n i is the number of monthly data for the i-th fund and d it is the number of observations for the i-th fund in month t. Descriptive statistics of a fund's monthly return is analyzed to draw conclusions on a distribution shape. A risk-free rate is approximated using an effective daily value of an average monthly interest rate for 91-day Croatian T-bills, whereas the market return is approximated using a monthly return from the CROBEX index.
Following the methodology presented in [24] , we estimate the regressions of (13) for each i ∈{1,2,…,30}. In order to reach a valid conclusion on whether incorporating higher moments in the CAPM provides a better explanation of the relationship between risk and return, and to which order should it be analyzed, we estimate the modified regressions of (13) R is the average of R it , ∀ i∈{1,2,…,30}, and modifications to (14) , adjusted for models (13-1) -(13-4). The absolute values of beta coefficient can be observed since the assumption is that both a large negative and large positive correlation with the market return should be ascertained as risky. A further assumption is that investors prefer positive values for odd moments and negative values for even moments of the return distribution. Therefore, attention will be given to compensation in form of an excess return when the return distribution has the opposite characteristics (and vice versa), hence j ≥0 if j is an odd number, otherwise j <0.
Results
To decide whether extending the analysis up to the fourth distribution moment is reasonable, the necessary analysis of the monthly returns is performed with the descriptive statistics of monthly fund returns shown in table (1) . The monthly returns are mostly negative, volatile, negatively skewed (asymmetrical distribution with a longer left tail), and in general, peak more than in a
Gaussian distribution (with a κ>3). The Jarque-Bera normality test shows that for majority of distributions the hypothesis of normality can be rejected at usual levels of statistical significance. were calculated using (4) and using (6), (7) and (8), where γ=10 and =2 are chosen arbitrarily (the coefficient values are irrelevant for this analysis). By incorporating higher moments (4) and adding the third and fourth moments in the analysis (Figures 1 and 2 ) leads to significantly different values of the utility functions, which in turn, alters the sequence of the yearly portfolios § (Table 2 ). Fund 13 was chosen arbitrarily (other funds yielded similar values). Figure 2 shows that all chosen utility ‡ Other utilities were omitted due to limited paper size, but are available upon request.
§ Yearly data was calculated similar as in (15). functions ranked yearly data of various portfolios in the same manner when only first (M1) and second (M2) moments were considered, but rankings change and differ between different functions when higher moments are added. According to the theory however, as the signs of ( ) ( ) n U R in (4), which express preference for a certain moment, are given by functions (5), (6) and (7), Figures (1) and (2) show the manner in which the utility changes subject to higher distribution moments. On the other hand, there exists some curiosity as to whether the use of these theoretical utility functions is empirically justified. Therefore, the relationship between excess return and distribution moments requires estimating variations of model (13) and model (14) . For (13-1) the following estimates were obtained: Table 3 : Coefficient estimates of model Alpha is significantly different from zero and the beta coefficient is negative (all beta values are positive, so taking absolute values does not disturb the CAPM theory), which obviously does not comply with the theory nor our assumptions. Moreover, the value 1 =-0.028662 indicates a negative value and insignificant relationship between systematic risk and return. The small value of R 2 shows that a 2-moment CAPM (13-1) does not explain adequately the excess return variations from investment funds on the Croatian stock market.
Incorporating systematic skewness , and both systematic skewness and kurtosis (13-3) provides new coefficient estimates as shown in Table 4 . Table 4 : Coefficient estimates of models (13-2) and The model (13-2) has a smaller adjusted R 2 than model (13-1), while λ 1 and λ 2 indicate an insignificant relationship between excess return and beta or systematic skewness. Model gives best estimates and a model that describes the variations better than previous models. Therefore, model leads to the conclusion that a significant negative relationship exists between excess return and absolute beta, as well as a positive significant relationship between excess return and both systematic skewness and systematic kurtosis. Thomas [58] for the Bombay Stock Exchange and Hasan et al. [18] for Bangladesh Stock Market found an insignificant negative relationship between beta and excess return, whereas Mecagni and Sourial [46] found that a significant positive relationship for the Egyptian Stock Exchange. ** Therefore, there is no market premium for extra variance on the Croatian capital market, which contradicts the theory. However, since market skewness is negative, a positive sign for 2 and 3 supports the theory, and investors are compensated for undesirable, non-diversifiable systematic skewness and kurtosis. In addition, if the coefficients for β,γ and δ are used to interpret preferences of investment funds for variance, skewness and kurtosis according to Jurczenko and Maillet [34] , Croatian investment funds should prefer variance and have an aversion to skewness and kurtosis, meaning that theoretical utility functions cannot be used to measure utility.
Conclusion
Current finance theory and asset pricing models rely on the assumption that higher distribution moments should be considering for investor preferences. The justification can be found in microeconomic theory and empirical research, throughout the past couple of decades. For this reason, traditional evaluation ** Similar research is presented in Messis et al. [41] and Attiya and Eatzaz [8] , but the methodologies are not comparable in this instance. models of stock and portfolio become inconsistent and need to be revised. Up until now, research for Croatia has relied on the first two distribution moments: return and variance. This paper endeavours to include the third (skewness) and the fourth (kurtosis) moments when empirically evaluating investor utility functions, and reliance is also placed on the famous Capital Asset Pricing Model. Here, focused has been placed on Croatian investment funds for the period January 1999 -May 2014, and three types of utility functions with desired properties have been applied. The inclusion of the third and fourth moment into the utility function significantly changes the actual utilities and the orderings, implying that including higher moments in the analysis makes a great difference, and consequently questions the validity of conclusions drawn from all models that consider solely the first two moments. Moreover, the basic CAPM and higher-moment CAPM were analyzed in order to comprehend whether including higher moments contributes significantly providing an explanation of the relationship between risk and excess return. The results indicated that a negative relationship exists between risk (variance) and reward, whereas a positive relationship exists between reward and the systematic third and fourth moment. Therefore, greater systematic variance on Croatian market cannot explain the greater returns. However, the risk posed from systematic asymmetry and kurtosis does explain excess return. The theory leads to the conclusion that investors should prefer variance and have an aversion to systematic asymmetry and kurtosis. Finally, this implies that using theoretical utility functions in financial models can be misleading. The research is subject to some limitations. The sole observed market index was CROBEX. Funds are regularly invested in foreign countries as well. Thus, further research would include other market indices in the analysis. Nonetheless, the conclusion is that investors in Croatia do not adhere to behaviour as explained in microeconomic theory. T-bill
